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CITY OF O’FALLON, MISSOURI 

PURCHASING DEPARTMENT 

100 North Main Street 

O’Fallon, MO 63366 
 

T:  (636) 379-5527   Fax:  (636) 978-4144 
BID NUMBER:  19-052 BID ISSUE DATE: 06/14/2019 

BID DESCRIPTION: SIGNS, POSTS, & HARDWARE 

BID OPENING DATE: 06/25/2019 BID OPENING TIME: 2:00 P.M. CDT 
 

June 21, 2019 

ADDENDUM #1 

 

The purpose of this addendum is to answer all questions received on or before 06/20/19 at 12:00 P.M. 
(central time). The time period for questions is closed. 
 

 

Questions:   

 

1. For “Section I. Blank signs….” Could we get more of a description, so we can determine what 
is expected? For example is the City saying they just want the black vinyl on the back and mill 
aluminum finish on the other side? or black vinyl one side and reflective sheeting on other side 
with no border and no legend? Trying to determine what the “blank” means, so we can price 
accordingly. 
 
Answer: “Blank” would imply reflective sheeting with border, no text or symbols and 

black on back. 
 

2. Section I-III What type of “diamond grade” sheeting is expected? Type IX or XI DG3? 
 
Answer: Type IX is sufficient 
 

3. Does the delivery location have a dock and/or fork lift for unloading shipments? 
 
Answer: Delivery location has a fork-lift, but no dock. Delivery would need to provide 

hand lift for moving material to back of truck if delivered by van style trailer or 
box truck. 

 
4. Section V: does any of the brackets or hardware need to be powder coated black? 

 
Answer: No powder coating on brackets and hardware. 
 

5. Section V items 21J-21M do you have a manufacturer number of material using now, so we 
know what is expected? There are a wide range of variable items out there. 
 
Answer: We are currently using a 3M Scothcal- electrocut graphic film. It comes in a 

30”x 50 yard roll. We need an equivalent (at a minimum) or greater performing 
vinyl. 
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Reminder: 

The due date and time remains the same for this project.  This is to remind all bidders that sealed bids 
for bid #19-052 Signs, Posts, & Hardware must be submitted by 2:00 P.M. CDT, June 25, 2019 to: 

Julie Moellering, Purchasing Agent 
City of O’Fallon, Missouri 
100 North Main Street 
O’Fallon, Missouri 63366 

 

Addendum information will be available over the Internet at www.ofallon.mo.us.  Adobe Acrobat 
Reader may be required to view this document.  We strongly suggest that you check for any addenda 
a minimum forty-eight hours (48) in advance of the bid deadline.  Due to revisions, the bidders must 
acknowledge the Addendum(s) on the bid form. 

 
 

 

 
END OF ADDENDUM #1 


